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Abstract-This work proposes the use of a unitary modulation
scheme to enhance physical layer secrecy in multi-antenna wire
less systems. The proposed scheme takes advantage of having only
channel state information at the transmitter (CSIT) but not at the
receiver and the eavesdropper. With CSIT, the transmitter can
first take the LQ or singular value decomposition of the channel
matrix and then replace its unitary component by an information
bearing unitary matrix symbol. When the SNR is sufficiently
high, the legitimate receiver is able to extract the unitary matrix
by exploiting the uniqueness of the matrix decomposition. But
the eavesdropper is incapable of doing so due to the ambiguity
caused by the unknown unitary rotation on its channel, which
ensures zero information leakage to the eavesdropper when the
channels are independent. A detection scheme based on the
chordal distance is proposed, and the achievable secrecy rate
is derived and shown to depend only on the mutual information
of the main channel. The simulation results demonstrate the
effectiveness and secrecy advantages of our proposed unitary
modulation scheme.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Security in wireless communication systems has received
much attention in recent years due to the increasing em
phases on providing user privacy and data confidentiality.
In addition to conventional cryptographic approaches, recent
studies on physical layer secrecy, mainly originating from the
pioneering works by Wyner in [1] and Csiszar and Korner
in [2], demonstrated the possibility and effectiveness of using
channel coding and signal processing techniques to provide
secure communication links between legitimate terminals. The
performance is often measured by the so-called secrecy rate,
which is defined as the rate that can be achieved on the secure
link subject to asymptotically zero error probability at the
legitimate receiver and vanishing information rate at the eaves
dropper as the codeword length increases. These techniques
complement conventional cryptographic approaches and help
resolve issues regarding key distribution and user authentica
tion in the initialization stage of symmetric-key cryptosystems.
Knowledge of the channel state information (CSI) has a
deciding factor on the physical layer secrecy performance. In
practice, CSI at the receiver and the eavesdropper (CSIRE)
is typically obtained through pilot-assisted training from the
transmitter, and CSI at the transmitter (CSIT) is obtained
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through feedback from the receiver and/or the eavesdropper.
Many works in the literature, e.g., [3]-[6], assumed the avail
ability of CSI at all terminals and showed that positive secrecy
rates can be achieved by encoding over spatial and temporal
dimensions in which the main channel ( i.e., the channel
between the transmitter and the legitimate receiver) is more
favorable than the eavesdropper channel. Interestingly, it was
shown more recently in [7] that higher secrecy rates can, in
fact, be achieved in wiretap channels with only main-channel
CSIT and no CSIRE. In reciprocal channels, this channel
knowledge assumption can be achieved by having the receiver
emit the pilot signal and the transmitter directly estimate the
channel. In non-reciprocal channels, an additional round-trip
training is required [8], [9]. However, the proposed schemes
in [7] focus on cases with the single-antenna receiver and
eavesdropper and demonstrate the secrecy advantages based
on Gaussian input, which may not be the best choice.
In this paper, we propose the use of unitary modulation
to exploit the advantages of having only main-channel CSIT
(and no CSIRE) in multi-antenna wireless systems. With
main-channel CSIT, the transmitter can first take the LQ
or singular value decomposition (SVD) of the main-channel
channel matrix and then replace the right unitary component of
the channel by an information-bearing unitary matrix symbol.
Due to the uniqueness of the matrix decompositions, the
receiver is able to extract the information-bearing matrix
by carrying out a similar decomposition when the SNR is
sufficient high. A detection method is proposed for the receiver
based on the chordal distance metric. However, the eaves
dropper will be hindered from obtaining secret information
due to ambiguities caused by the unknown unitary rotation
embedded in its own channel matrix. It is interesting to note
that when the main channel is independent of the eavesdropper
channel, the mutual information on the eavesdropper channel
becomes zero. The achievable secrecy rate is then equal to
the achievable rate of a point-to-point channel. This implies
that no wiretap code is needed to ensure secrecy against the
eavesdropper, making it easier to incorporate the proposed
scheme into existing systems and to avoid challenges in the
wiretap code design. The secrecy rate performance then also
becomes independent of the eavesdropper channel quality. We
derive achievable secrecy rate with uniformly random unitary
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matrices as the channel input. Computer simulations based on
the Spatial Channel Model Extended (SCME) [10] is provided
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.
Notation: We use bold uppercase and bold lowercase al
phabets to denote matrices and vectors, respectively, and let
Aij denote the (i,j)-th of A. Let lRmxn and cmxn denote
respectively the m x n real and complex matrix spaces. Let
Vk(Cn) denote the complex Stiefel manifold of orthonormal
k frames in cn, i.e., T E Vk(Cn) is a n x k matrix with
orthonormal columns. For the matrix operations, OT stands
for transpose, (.)H stands for conjugate transpose, ot stands
for pseudo-inverse, tr(·) denotes the trace operation, ® denotes
the Kronecker product, vec(·) denotes the vectorization operation (i.e., vec([tl
t�]�xm )'
tn]mx ) = [t[
n
n
diag(· . . ) denotes the diagonalization operation, II . 112 denotes
the induced matrix 2 norm, and II . IIF denotes the Frobenius
norm. Let I n be the identity matrix with dimension n x n.
CN(m, �) denotes the circularly complex Gaussian distribu
tion with mean m and covariance �. The matrix distribution
X
CN(M, A ® B) with X E cmxn, A E cmxm, and
B E cnxn is equivalent to vec(XT) CN(vec(MT), A®B)
and its pdf is given by [11]
�

�

f

x

exp(-tr(A-l(X-M)B-l(X-M)H))
(X)=
7['mn det(A)n det (B)m

(1)

Similar definitions are applied to the real Gaussian random
vectors and matrices with the notation N(·, .).
II.

UNITARY MODULATION S CHEME WITH ONLY
MAIN-CHANNEL

CSIT

Consider a multiple-input multiple-output multi-antenna
eavesdropper (MIMOME) wiretap fading channel consisting
of a transmitter, a receiver, and an eavesdropper with re
spectively N, M, and K antennas as shown in Fig. 1. The
transmitter modulates the secret information into space-time
symbols, denoted by X E CNxT, which spans T time slots
and satisfies the average power constraint �E[IIXII}] � P.
We consider a block fading channel where the channel remains
constant during the transmission of a symbol and varies inde
pendently from one symbol to another. The received signals
at the receiver and the eavesdropper can be written as

Y=HX+ W
Z=GX+ W'
(2)
where H E CMxN and G E CKxN are independent fading
channel matrices with entries that are i.i.d. CN(O, a�) and
CN(O, ab) respectively (i.e., H
CN(O, a�IM ® IN) and
G CN(O, abIK ®IN)), and W E CMxT and W' E CKxT
are additive Gaussian noise matrices with i.i.d. CN(O, 1) en
tries (i.e., W CN(O, IM®IT) and W' CN(O, IK®IT))'
Assume that there is only main-channel CSIT and no CSIRE,
which can be realized by reversed training in reciprocal
channels and with an additional round-trip training in non
reciprocal channels [8].
In the proposed unitary modulation scheme, the transmit
ter exploits CSIT to precompensate for the unitary rotation
�

�

�

�

Fig. l. MIMOME Wiretap Fading Channel

on the main channel and enable coherent detection of the
information-bearing unitary matrix symbols at the legitimate
receiver. However, the symbols must be chosen such that
the eavesdropper will not be able to decode the message
when the unitary rotation embedded of its own channel is
unknown. This is different from the work in [12] where unitary
space-time modulation is designed to allow for noncoherent
detection at the receiver (i.e., detection without knowledge of
the channel). From their perspective, it is necessary to have
T =1= N. However, this choice of unitary modulation allows for
noncoherent detection at the eavesdropper as well. To avoid
information leakage, we instead choose input matrices X with
T=N as follows.
More specifically, with the main-channel CSIT, the trans
mitter first decomposes the channel matrix into H = SQ,
where Q E CNxN is a unitary matrix and S E CMxN. Notice
that we assume N > 1. The decomposition is chosen such
that the following criterion is satisfied.
Criterion 1. For H that is full rank, the decomposition should
yield Q whose first R � min(M, N) rows are unique up to a
phase rotation on each row.

This criterion ensures that the modulated unitary symbol
can be reliably restored at the receiver, as to be clear in the
following sections. It turns out that both the LQ decomposition
and SVD satisfy this criterion. In the following, we focus our
discussions on the LQ-based approach, but the procedures can
be done similarly with the SVD. In particular, when using the
LQ decomposition, S is simply a lower triangular matrix.
Let F = {Fl," ', F2J} C VN(CN) be the set of 2J
N-by-N unitary matrix symbols, which is revealed to all
terminals. In practice, the set F can be chosen as the DFT or
householder codebooks already existing in LTE systems or can
be specially designed to have the desired distance properties.
To modulate the secret message, the transmitter partitions its
secret information into binary sequences of length-J and maps
each sequence to its corresponding unitary matrix symbol in
F. Suppose that F is the unitary matrix chosen from F and
is to be transmitted. Let the channel input be X =-JPQHF
to precompensate for the right unitary matrix Q of the main
channel. It can be shown that X indeed satisfies the average
power constraint since QHF is unitary. The corresponding
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received signal matrices can, thus, be written as
y

Z

-JPSF

=

+

W

-JPG QHF

=

+

W'.

(3)

In the following section, we propose a detection scheme
that relies on the uniqueness of the matrix decomposition
and on the chordal distance metric. Also, we show that the
eavesdropper will not be able to obtain any secret information.
III.

DETECTION OF UNITARY MATRICES BASED ON THE
CHORDAL DISTANCE METRIC

To retrieve the secret message, the receiver performs the
same decomposition on the received signal Y to obtain SF.
The estimated symbol F is then mapped to a unitary matrix in
the codebook F according to the shortest distance criterion,
i.e., by finding the index 3 such that

3

arg min d(F, Fi)
iE{l,.·· ,2J}

=

R

� d�([FT]n' [Fn n)

(5)

n=l

c

where d (v, w) � viI -lvHwl2 is the chordal distance
between two unit norm vectors v and w [13], [14], and [A]n
represents the n-th column of the matrix A. Note that a good
codebook should ensure that for arbitrary R, the distance
between every two unitary matrices in the codebook is as large
as possible according to the distance metric dv(', .).
In the absence of noise, the vector-wise chordal distance
and Criterion 1 ensures perfect reconstruction of the unitary
modulation symbol F at the receiver. In the presence of
noise, if the noise W is sufficiently small and also satisfies
< 1 where
II:xJ11211w112 < lor, equivalently,

;;::,;�)�

X � -JPSF is the signal component, and aminO and amaxO
denote the maximum and minimum singular values, the error
tJ.F � F -F can be bounded by [15]
(6)
IItJ.FIIF � v'2llxt l121lWIIF + O( II�II})
IIXII§
2L:�-1 a;(W) + O(L:� l a;(W)) (7)
Pa2
min (H)
Pa�ax(H)
Therefore, F can be made arbitrarily close to F as the SNR
�

��}

II

� 00.

=

h(Z) - h(ZIF)

=

O.

(8)

As a result, the non-coherent detection at the eavesdropper can
fail completely because of the unitary modulation.
IV.

ACHIEVABLE SECRECY RATE OF THE PROPOSED
UNITARY MODULATION S CHEME

=

goes to infinity, i.e., as

J(Z; F)

(4)

where d(·,·) is a distance metric to be chosen properly. By
Criterion 1, the estimated symbol F should be unique up to
a phase rotation on each of the first R rows if the channel is
noiseless. That is, for the first R rows, each row of F should
span the same one-dimensional subspace as the corresponding
row in F if W O. Hence, it is necessary to define a distance
metric that allows the distance between two matrices to be zero
when they differ by only a phase rotation on each row. This
property is satisfied with the proposed vector-wise chordal
distance metric, which is defined as

dAF, Fi) �

modulation is reliable in delivering information to the desired
receiver when the SNR is sufficiently high.
In contrast to the reliability at the receiver, the eavesdropper
cannot obtain any secret information under the assumption
that the main channel and the eavesdropper channel are
independent. This is due to the fact that the distribution of G is
invariant to the right-multiplication of an independent unitary
matrix. That is, for any unitary matrix U independent of G,
the matrix GU has the same distribution as G. Hence, the
distributions of G QHF (and Z) remains the same regardless
of the value of F being given or not. The mutual information
at the eavesdropper then turns out to be

.

This shows that the unitary

In this section, we characterize the achievable secrecy rate of
the MIMOME fading wiretap channel in (2) with the proposed
LQ-based unitary modulation scheme. To derive the achievable
secrecy rate, it is necessary to first obtain, in the following
lemmas, the distributions of the matrices obtained from the
LQ decomposition of the normalized channel matrix H �
--.!...
H CN(O, IM ® IN )'
aH
�

Lemma 1. A random matrix H E CN(O, IM ® IN ) can be
decomposed into the product of 1) a lower triangular matrix
L E CMxN with independent entries and 2) a uniformly
random unitary matrix (a Haar matrix) Q E VN(CN) in
dependent of L. In particular, v'2Lrr for r E {I,··· , R}
are independently Chi-distributed with 2(N - r + 1) degrees
of freedom, and Lmn for m > n , m E {I,··· , M}, and
n E {I,··· , N} are i.i.d. as CN(O, 1).

For brevity, we omit the proof of the lemma and refer the
interested readers to distribution results of real-valued thin
QR decomposition in [11], [16] which our proof is closely
related to. Lemma 1 implies the distribution of the product of
a lower triangular matrix and a unitary matrix with the above
distributions. This is described in the following lemma.
Suppose that L E CMxN is a lower triangular
matrix with the distribution specified in Lemma 1. Then, for
a uniformly random unitary matrix F E VN(CN) independent
of L, the distribution of LF is CN(O, 1M ® IN)'

Lemma 2.

The above lemmas show that the LQ decomposition of the
channel matrix H aHH yields matrices S
aH Land Q
with the distributions of Land Q described by Lemma 1.
Then, by choosing F to be a set of i.i.d. uniformly random
unitary matrices, the effective signal component SF, where
F E F, will have distribution that is the same as H. The
achievable secrecy rate of the proposed unitary modulation
scheme in the MIMOME wiretap channel in (2) can then be
bounded in the following theorem.
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Theorem 1. With F being generated by i.i.d. uniformly
random unitary matrices, the achievable secrecy rate of the
proposed unitary modulation in the MIMOME wiretap channel
in (6) and (7) can be lower bounded by

Rs �

)

- "
2
N M(M-l)
!Ii log (1 + Po' )M P -2, if N �
2
H N(N-l) "
log (1 + Po'Jt. ) 2 ) P-2,
if N <

{Ii

-

�

--

(

[

)

where P � TI�l 1 + Po'Jt. N- r + 1 -

M
M
(9)

�i���:tj:]).

Proof According to [2], the achievable secrecy rate can be

expressed as

Rs

=

�(J(Y;F)-J( Z;F) )

(10)

where the 1/N factor is for normalization by transmiSSIOn
time since the unitary coded symbol spreads across N slots.
Similar to (8), J( Z;F) 0 since the knowledge of the random
unitary matrix F does not change the distribution of Z. The
task is to compute J(Y;F) h(Y)- h(YIF).
By Lemma 2, Y E eN (0, (1 + Po'Jt.)IM (8) I N ) and, thus,
=

for i E {I, 2, . . . , N} and j E {I"" ,M}. Therefore, the
achievable secrecy rate has the lower bound given by

h(Y)- h(YIF) >- h(Y)- h(y)
N
N
which is exactly (9).
Rs

=

=

h(vec(Y))

=

(

)

MN
log [Jre(1 + PO'Jt.)]
.

(11)

Given F, on the other hand, we have

h(YIF)

=

=

=

h(v'PO'Hdiag(FH,.iI!., FH)vec(LH)+vec(WH)IF)
h(v'PO' vec(LH)+ vec(WH))
H
h(v'PO' vec(L) + vec(W))
(12)
H

since diag(FH, .iI!. , FH) is an unitary matrix, vec(W) is
unitary invariant, and the differential entropy is unchanged by
mUltiplying a known unitary matrix. Note that the diagonal
terms in L are Chi-distributed by Lemma 1 . We can upper
bound the entropy by

h(YIF) � h(v'PO'H vec(L)+ vec(W))

(13)

where L is L with diagonal terms Lrr fo� , E {I"" , R}
replaced by real Gaussian random variables Lrr with the same
mean and variance as
f(N-r+�)
f(N _,+�)2
Lrr �N(
,+1
'
N
)
(14)
f(N _,+1)
f(N-,+1)2 '
_

Let y � v'PO' . vec(L) + vec(W). Then the real and
H
imaginary parts of y, denoted by y R, YI E lit.MN, are inde
pendent real Gaussian vectors with independent elements. The
respective variance of the elements is given by

{

1/2'
2 N-i+l- r(N-i+li)
_ l+Puu
. 222
r(N-,+l)
a2( YR,i+(j-l)N) 2
(1 + PO'Jt.)/2,
a2( YI,i+(j-l)N)

=

{

[

(2Lrr- .J4(N- , + 1)-1 )

1/2'
(1 + PO'Jt.)/2,

]

if i � j,
otherwise

' . _ .
f t-],
otherwise;

,1

(15)

-+ d

N(O, 1 )

(17)

for, E {I"" , R}. This implies that the upper bound in (13)
is asymptotically tight with fixed M and increasing N and that
asymptotically 0'2(Lrr) ---> �. The asymptotic lower bound of
achievable secrecy rate can then be written as

Rs � 10g(1 + PO'Jt.)M

(18)

as N ---> 00. Comparing the result with the point-to-point
MIMO channel capacity under constant power allocation with
only CSIR and no CSIT, we have
CM1MO

=

E[logdet(IM+

P
HHH)]
N

P
E[HHH])
N
M � R
(19)
� 10g(1 + PO'Jt.)
N->w s
where the inequality is owing to the concavity of the logdet
function. Here the eavesdropper is absent in the point-to-point
MIMO channel. Note that the point-to-point MIMO channel
capacity with only CSIR is, in fact, the upper bound of the
secrecy capacity of the MIMOME wiretap channel with only
CSIRE since the existence of the eavesdropper will lower the
transmission rate. We conclude this result in the following
corollary.
� 10gdet(IM+

Corollary 1. As M fixed and N ---> 00, the achievable secrecy
rate for the MIMOME wiretap channel with only main-channel
CSIT and no CSIRE is greater than that with only CSIRE and
no CSIT.

V.

SIMULATION RESULT S

In this section, we show simulation results to support the
proposed unitary modulation scheme. The results are divided
into two parts, experiments on achievable secrecy rates and
those on link level simulations based on SCME.
A. Experiments on Achievable Secrecy Rates

Consider the MIMOME wiretap channel defined in Section
II. Let O'Jt.
O'b
1 and the numbers of antennas be
M N K 4. Fig. 2 shows the achievable secrecy
rates of 1 ) the unitary modulation scheme with only main
channel CSIT and 2) the full CSIRE scheme with main
channel CSIT and full CSIRE. By full CSIRE, the receiver
and the eavesdropper are supposed to have their respective
CSI Hand G. In the full CSIRE scheme, we assume that the
transmitter chooses the best MIMO subchannel to transmit
the information bearing signals while putting artificial noises
=

=

ifi>j,

0

Assume that M fixed and N ---> 00. The diagonal elements
of L can be approximated by real Gaussian as [17]

=

h(Y)

(16)
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Fig. 3. eNodeB's BER versus SNR P under SCME.

Fig. 2. Achievable secrecy rate Rs versus SNR P.
Parameter

Value

Channel Model
Channel Scenario
MIMO
Center Frequency
Subcarrier Bandwidth
Precoding Codebook

SCME
Urban Macro
2 x 2 and 4 x 4
2 GHz
15 kHz
DFT for 2 x 2 MIMO
Householder for 4 x 4 MIMO

UE Speed
Antenna Pattern
Antenna Spacing
Antenna Slanted Dipole

8.3m/s

Two Dual-polarized Elements for 4 Antenna�
One Dual-polarized Element for 2 Antennas
4 Wavelengths Spacing for eNodeB
2 Wavelengths Spacing for UE
45 and -45 Degree for eNodeB
o and 90 Degree for UE
Fig. 4. ll\ustration of the UE-to-eNodeB angle and the eavesdropper-to
eNodeB distance for 4 x 4 MIMO.

TABLE I
SIMULATION SETTINGS

(AN) on the rest of the subchannels. This is a special case of
the MIMO antenna selection [18]. The receiver is assumed to
know the subchannels carrying AN. The result demonstrates
that the unitary modulation scheme provides a much higher
secrecy rate than the full CSIRE scheme.
B.

Link Level Experiments based on SCME

Consider the uplink scenario in LTE where a UE sends
secret messages such as secret keys and user authentication
data to a eNodeB in the initiation stage of the symmetric cryp
tosystems. Assume that the UE and eNodeB apply the unitary
modulation and detection scheme introduced in Section II and
III to complement the cryptographic approaches. Simulation
settings are provided in Table I based on LTE TS36.211 [19]
and TR25.996 [20]. As illustrated in Fig. 4 for the 4 x 4 MIMO,
the broadsides of the antenna arrays of the eNodeB and the UE
are set parallel, and the angle e is set to 30 degrees. Similar
assumptions are made for the 2 x 2 MIMO case except that
there is only one dual-dipole antenna pair at each terminal.
Note that the 2 x 2 MIMO system uses 2-bit (4 indices)

DFT codebooks while the 4 x 4 MIMO system uses 4-bit (16
indices) Householder codebook. By such a codebook setting,
the transmission rates of the 2 x 2 and 4 x 4 unitary modulation
schemes are the same as one bit per resource element. We use
the simulator, MATLAB implementation of the 3GPP Spatial
Channel Model Extended (SCME) provided by [10].
In Fig. 3, we investigate the reliability of the unitary
modulation scheme at the legitimate receiver, the eNodeB,
without considering the eavesdropper. A BER as low as 10-4
can be achieved with SNR about 18dB. It can be seen that the
4 x 4 unitary modulation scheme has a comparatively low BER
with respective to the 2 x 2 scheme. This shows that adding
more antennas can provide the unitary modulation scheme a
better tolerance for noises under the same transmission rate.
Next, we examine the eavesdropper's capability of breaking
the proposed unitary modulation scheme. Assume that the
eavesdropper has the same detector and antenna settings as
the eNodeB. If the eavesdropper channel is highly correlated
to the main channel, the eavesdropper will then have a better
opportunity to obtain the secret message. We focus on the
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be able to reconstruct the symbol by taking the same matrix
decomposition, but the eavesdropper will not due to the
ambiguity caused by the unknown unitary rotation of its own
channel. A detector based on the chordal distance metric was
proposed and a lower-bound on the achievable secrecy rate
was derived. The achievable secrecy rate of the proposed
scheme was shown to asymptotically approach the point-to
point MIMO capacity with CSIR only. The simulation results
validated the theoretical claims and also showed the robustness
of the proposed scheme to correlations on the main and the
eavesdropper channels.
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